Learning & Discovering Inspiration Week
21st of September – 26th of September

Location: Slovenia
Feedback from Participants

“I have to say that this event was so motivating and inspiring for all of us. This event was not just about learning new things, it was also about making connections to different parts of the world which should be the main aim of people who want to succeed in their careers since we are not capable of being alone in the world. It is just not right thing to do because we have to have someone of similar interests who will inspire us to make bigger steps. Just as you are! Thank you for being such marvelous team!”

The participants from University of Bihać, Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Dr. Said Alhasan, academic from Britain: “The positive things were:
1. Practical fields visits to experience inspiration in practice
2. Meeting and interacting with first class world leaders in inspiration
3. Multi-cultural, creative and innovative sessions”
Open Day 1– Welcoming & Arrival Day 22/9/2015
“Guided Tour across Maribor, visiting Health Resort Rogaška Slatina &

Discovering Rogaška Slatina: health resort centre with natural spring waters, the cultural heritage and its inspiring green nature
... elcoming inner

Making “Introduction cube” and writing the “Inspiration toast”!
Open Day 2– Workshop on 23/9/2015
"Entrepreneurship - Innovation - Inspiration: Is there a difference?"

Interesting workshop, full of new knowledge on daily theme ...

...the lecturers were well known academics
Pupils and their teacher from High school for wooden technology were thrilled about the workshop.
Open Day 3– Best Practice Visit on 24/9/2015
"Self Sufficiency Garden"

The value of being self-sufficient is enormous...
...visiting self-sufficient garden-polygon Dole
Touring natural and cultural Heritage in Dravinja Valley

Castle Štatenberg, the old baroque mansion

Visiting Forma Viva in Makole... ...world known sculpturist, Mr. Dvoršak
Open Day 4– Workshop on 25/9/2015
"Role of Inspiration in Socio-Economic Crisis & Development NGO Platform"

The youth was inspired...so were the others
Talking about the positive role of immigrants in destination countries and the role of NGO’s
Open Day 5– Workshop on 26/9/2015
Visiting The Inspiring Cave & Piran

Slovenia... feel it... it inspires with its natural beauty, rich cultural heritage and Positive thinking and acting inhabitants